
 

  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FROM THE DESK OF THE 
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR 

It’s been another couple of productive 

weeks at ASPIRE. What has been 

particularly inspiring is watching the 

ensembles start to work together at 

rehearsals. The vocalists have been 

working with the band, running through 

songs and getting used to each other as 

well as learning choreography with the 

dancers. This is where we start to see and 

hear flashes of what the show will look and 

sound like and I can promise you its already 

exciting.  

A lot of discussion has been held around 

characters with both drama and vocal 

ensembles as we establish characters 

within the play. It’s exciting seeing the cast 

being so involved in the generation of the 

script. I have to say as well, that your ideas 

have been fabulous!  

Next Wednesday night at 6.00 pm our 

ASPIRE song writing concert is happening 

at St Pius in the theatre. There are a 

number of ASPIRE cast members who will 

be performing their original songs as part 

of the event. Tickets are just $10 and can 

brought at the door, if you are able to come 

along and support your fellow cast 

members please do!  

Finally don’t forget that next week is 

Special guest week which means we are all 

at rehearsal from 4.30pm – 7.30pm. Each 

ensemble will receive a two hour workshop 

with their special guest before a full cast 

Q&A with our guests. The evening will be 

topped off with pizza for everyone. Please 

let Anne (anne.atkins@mn.catholic.edu.au 

or (02) 4979-1331 know if you have food 

requirements.  

Anna 

WHAT'S HAPPENING IN THE ENSEMBLES 
DRAMA 
 

This weekend I found myself at lots of sporting venues around the Hunter. I attended 
the Grand final of the cricket, a few soccer games and a football trial match. I was totally 
amazed by the theatricality of these events and I realise that I watch these events 
through different eyes to many, but I loved the drama I watched unfold. 

Arriving at the cricket at 8 am on a Saturday morning the oval was covered in a thick fog. 
All I could think about was what a crazy atmosphere it made. It was this eerie feeling, 
combined with the tension, and I thought I was at the theatre. The whole thing was thick 
with dramatic elements, dialogue (some of it sledging) pauses, tension, characters, 
symbols, time, place and so much more. The football and soccer continued the theatre 
like experience. 

It reminded me of the saying from Shakespeare’s “As you Like It” where all the world’s a 
stage and men and women are merely players. So many experiences are theatrical and 
encourage us to play roles and experience the unfolding of the story. By watching these 
events, we can improve our skills and understanding of what makes performance. 

My challenge to you this week then, is to find an event that is charged with theatricality. 
Something with energy, feeling, atmosphere, tension, the unfolding of a story, dialogue 
and characters, where symbols are evident and people engage with this situation. I 
would love to hear them, send them to the group email so we can share. 

Be excited for next week’s special guest week. Make sure that you are learning lines. 

Take care 

Lisa and Jay 
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VOCAL 

One of the main aspects of performing on stage is your CHARACTER! 

Who you are, and the story you are telling is vital to the show, and every person has a 
part to play ... no matter how large or small! 

Over the past couple of weeks, Anna has been working with you, and encouraging you 
to think about WHO you are in our show ... WHO is your character? HOW does your 
character act? 

Some ideas that may help you to discover WHO you would like to be are ...  

# think about someone you know in real life ... 
# description of your character 
# back story about the character 
# who is this person? 
# where are they from? 
# what do they do? 
# how do they act? 
# what are their hobbies? likes? dislikes? 

Once you have found your character you must always be that person on stage ... even 
when you are waiting, singing, speaking, dancing, entering stage, exiting stage ... a 
challenge for all of us! 

Jeanette and Luke 

EXCITING AND IMPORTANT 
DATES/NEWS 

ASPIRE Guest Speaker Week 
Tuesday 2 April 2019:  St Pius X High 
School, Adamstown, 4.30 pm – 7.30 pm 
for all ASPIRE cast  

 
ASPIRE Songwriting Showcase  
Wednesday 3 April 2019 at The Factory 
at St Pius X High School, Adamstown at 
6.00 pm  

 

MUSIC 
 

It's about the sound 

The band has now received over half the repertoire for the show. Last week the band 
got to rehearse with the vocalists for the first time. What a fantastic sound! The next 
few weeks the band will be focusing on refining the quality of sound produced. Whether 
it's breath support for the wind instruments, preset sounds of the synthesisers, guitar 
effects or violin technique- each player needs to ensure not only are they playing notes, 
but producing quality sound.  It may seem strange, but the ensemble needs to practice 
it's 'sound', especially with the set up in the orchestra pit at The Civic Theatre. This takes 
time, but is definitely worth it! 

Jess and Dom 

 

DANCE 
 

This week we came together with the singers for the first time. This will happen quite 
a bit so thank you for your patience and I’m sure they will appreciate help in 
remembering and perfecting the movements. 

This is also what you all need to make sure you’re working on....details! Some of you 
seem to be finding some habits in the choreography. Use the videos to watch others 
and make sure you have the movements right.  

Next week is the special guest workshop which we are SUPER excited about! Make 
sure to bring your willingness to try new things and let yourself go. There will be an 
emphasis on dancing from within which will definitely help in your performance skills. 

Keep working hard everyone! 
 
Lauren and Montana  
 

 



 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

ANNA RECOMMENDS 

ASPIRE Songwriting Showcase  
Wednesday 3 April 2019 at The Factory 
at St Pius X High School, Adamstown at 
6.00 pm  
 

Hunter Drama presents Fantastic Mr 

Fox at The Civic playhouse 24 April 2019 

- 28 April 2019 

 

DESIGN 
 

The art of costume design reaches far beyond simply selecting an outfit. While 
costumes do refer to the way a character dresses, they are also responsible for 
relaying the story of that person's joys, struggles and triumphs and present a look 
into the life they lead. It's in the details. Their hairstyles, the colours they wear, 
their shoes, their jewellery: everything works together to paint a deeper picture 
of who they are and why they're that way.  

These are the thoughts we have been focussing on during the last two weeks while 
developing and creating costumes for characters. Students are using an array of items 
such as hooped skirts, netting, ribbon and pre purchased clothing items to create 
costume items for dancers and singers. Our goal is to transform the actors into their 
characters and help tell the story through the costumes thereby transporting the 
audience from reality to fantasy. 

A reminder to students that we only have two weeks left this term to work on set 
and costume tasks. On Tuesday 2 April, students will be provided with the 
opportunity to participate in a ‘fantasy’ based special effects workshop facilitated 
by a guest presenter and then learn about a range of career opportunities from 
people working within the entertainment industry.  

Gillian 

  

 

 


